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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
industry appetite for hydro-demolition to clean concrete
truck bowls, sharing safety alerts and empowering
truck drivers.

Kia ora readymixers,
Welcome to the latest issue of READYMIX NEWS.
I am pleased to report that progress to ‘bed-in’
Concrete NZ operations is continuing apace.
In fact, advancement has been so impressive
that this year’s industry conference is
branded as the “Concrete NZ Conference
2018” – see page 3.

The Forum agreed to revise the Association’s
recommendations around blowback from
pumps, and update the lead / lag indicators
and critical risks for benchmarking. So, watch
this space for announcements.
As a reminder we have updated existing
NZRMCA Health & Safety material with the
Concrete NZ Readymix Sector Group branding –
see below. Also, take a look at pages 8-9 which cover
IMPAC’S Concrete and Confined Spaces Course developed in
partnership with Allied Concrete.

Although Concrete NZ has only been in
existence less than 12-months, the traction
already gained is considerable, particularly as
our industry looks to influence the policies of the
new coalition Government, not to mention regional
authorities, such as Auckland Council and Auckland Transport as
it relates to traffic congestion in our biggest city.

I would like to acknowledge the work undertaken by Brian
Godfrey (NZRMCA Immediate Past President / National Training
Manager for Allied Concrete) to help ensure our industry
remains proactive as a group in addressing Health & Safety. A
special mention also to James Willoughby (Head of Environment,
Health & Safety at Firth Industries) who has been generous with
his time.

The Association remains 100% committed to the Plant Audit
Scheme, and steps are already underway to transfer ownership
to Concrete NZ and implement a promotional campaign to
communicate what the Scheme offers to consulting engineers /
architects and their clients.
As such, a formal ‘remit’ to wind-up the NZRMCA will be
communicated to full members in advance of the 2018 AGM,
to be held on 11 October at Claudelands Conference and
Exhibition Centre in Hamilton.

Finally, on behalf of the Concrete NZ Readymix Sector Group
I congratulate the NZ Master Concrete Placers Association for
reinventing itself as the NZ Concrete Contractors Association,
and wish them all the very best.

In other areas, the Association remains active in the Health &
Safety space, recently holding its second H&S Forum. Matters
discussed included traffic management when delivering to site,

Paul Donoghue
NZRMCA / Concrete NZ – Readymix Sector Group President

READYMIX HEALTH & SAFETY RESOURCES

Load finished
spin out bowl

Over recent years the NZRMCA has maintained
an up-to-date set of Health & Safety resources in
response to member enquiries.
Areas covered include managing blowback, cement
silo safety, concrete truck bowl retaining mechanisms,
concrete truck driver hand signals and traffic
management when delivering to site.
These resources have recently been rebranded
as Concrete NZ Readymix Sector Group and
are available on the Concrete NZ website –
www.concretenz.org.nz

QUICKLY

Cover image: B:HIVE at Smales Farm. See page 11. Image: Mark Scowan Photography
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THE 2018 CONCRETE NZ
INDUSTRY CONFERENCE

a summary of ASR mitigation, future ‘green’ technology for
cement and concrete, as well as the search for alternative
supplementary cementing materials

This year’s Concrete NZ industry conference at the
Claudelands event centre in Hamilton (11 –13 October)
has attracted an extraordinarily diverse range of
proposed presentations.

2018 also sees the biennial readymix awards – Technical
Excellence, Extra Distance and the Plant Audit Scheme
Supreme Plant Award. The calibre of entries (and winners)
over recent years has been outstanding. Entry forms for
the Technical Excellence and Extra Distance categories will
be distributed to members shortly.

The planning team is busy reviewing the abstracts
and, broadly, the topics fall across research, concrete
construction projects and associated technologies, design
trends, construction, materials, methodologies and
standards updates.

NZRMCA AGM REMIT TO WIND-UP

At the most recent NZRMCA Council meeting it was
determined that a remit be put before full members
at the 11 October AGM to wind-up the Association,
and in turn commit fully to Concrete NZ and the
Readymix Sector Group.

Complementing the programme are our two keynote
speakers, confirmed as Professors Campbell Middleton
(Cambridge University) and Michael Thomas (University
of New Brunswick). They bring a wealth of experience in
infrastructure engineering and concrete durability.

As per the Association rules, specific details of the
remit will be given fourteen days clear of the AGM.

An expected 350 delegates will be attending, in addition to
a host of exhibitors that have already reserved their stands.
This year’s conference also marks a significant milestone
– it’s being held under the unified banner of Concrete
New Zealand the first time.

TRADE EXHIBITS
A major influencer in the decision to return to the
Claudelands venue this year is its suitability for trade
exhibits. It is an excellent facility for displaying heavy
equipment and conducting live demonstrations. These are
always hugely popular.

Proceedings commence on Thursday afternoon and
conclude at midday Saturday, with the formal conference
dinner and Awards being held on the Friday night.
As always, the event provides extensive networking
opportunities for delegates, and Hamilton – and the
immediate surrounding area – is home to plenty of facilities
for social outings.

The number of exhibitors continues to grow every year,
and the event is always useful for establishing contacts and
new leads. Note that exhibitor space is filling up fast. The
four patron spots have been sold, though there are still a
few sponsor spots available.

READYMIX SECTOR GROUP
Three con-current readymix streams will operate over the
three days, offering attendees an opportunity to hear more
‘material focussed’ papers. This will include an update on
the review of NZS 3104 Specification for concrete production,

To secure sponsor/exhibitor space, please contact
the Conference Secretary on (09) 536 5410 or email:
learnedsociety@connectnz.org.nz
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CONCRETE NZ WELCOMES NEW STAFF
At the beginning of 2018 Concrete NZ welcomed to the team Dr James Mackechnie as
Education, Training and Research Manager, along with Dr Enrique del Rey Castillo as
Structural Engineering Fellow.

James started in construction working on a tunnel, being involved in the
concrete batching and pumping. This was followed by five years working as
a structural engineer in Zimbabwe and South Africa before specialising in
concrete technology with a PhD from the University of Cape Town. As a
post-doctoral researcher, James was involved in condition surveys of
infrastructure as well as research on durability and repair of concrete
structures. He moved to New Zealand in 2001 and spent seven years
at the University of Canterbury as CCANZ Fellow/Senior Lecturer
involved in a wide range of teaching and research. James moved to
Allied Concrete where he was South Island plant engineer for close to
ten years before joining Concrete NZ. James is also an Adjunct Senior
Fellow at the University of Canterbury where his office is based. James
has a passion for teaching, and is keen to help inspire others achieve a
deeper understanding of concrete’s true potential.
James Mackechnie

Enrique obtained a Master of Engineering in structural engineering at
the Polytechnic University of Madrid in Spain, his home town. He then
joined the Structural Analysis of Historical Construction’s (SAHC) Master
programme to develop his knowledge of advanced structural design,
seismic actions and the behaviour of existing heritage buildings.
This Masters is co-jointly taught at two universities in Europe, which
saw him study in both the Czech Republic and Portugal. Enrique’s
research experience motivated him to enrol at the University of
Auckland to complete a PhD in seismic strengthening of concrete
structures with Fibre Reinforced Polymers (FRP). He is now a lecturer
at the University of Auckland, while holding the Concrete NZ Structural
Engineering Fellow role. Enrique is dedicated to preparing the next
generation of engineers to excel in reinforced concrete design and to
further enhance the industry’s knowledge and use of reinforced concrete.
Enrique del Rey Castillo

NZS 3104 REVIEW UNDERWAY
The Concrete NZ Readymix Sector Group is leading
the review of NZS 3104:2003 Specification for concrete
production. Last updated in 2010 with Amendment 2,
industry is obliged to ensure that this key Standard is

maintained to reflect best-practice and international
developments. An update on the review process will
feature at the 2018 Concrete Industry Conference.
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A team effort was required to realise the garden project.

REWARDING COMMUNITY CONCRETE PROJECT
Students from Canterbury’s Rolleston College have gained valuable, hands-on experience of working with concrete
in a collaborative community project involving both Christchurch Ready Mix Concrete and Absolute Driveways.
“It was absolutely fantastic to see kids getting involved
in concrete – to do it in real life – there was buy-in from
everyone. For me, it was also the fact that we could give
something back to the community.”

About 90 Year 9 students were involved in the twoday project, which entailed about 12.5 cubic metres of
concrete being formed into decorative paths, explains
Christchurch Ready Mix Concrete concrete manager
Richard Sands.

Ms Hoy says the stimulus for the project was the Year 9
students indicating they wanted to base their “Connected”
class learnings on the “sustainability” theme around
planning and building a school garden.

“The kids were doing a sustainability project and it was
basically a garden area that had numerous and features
that they wanted to concrete and decorate,” he says.

“The project began by students attending workshops
on a range of topics including soil and water testing,
understanding ecosystems, insect habitats and crop
rotation,” says Ms Hoy.

“Teacher Bronwyn Hoy approached us, and we were happy
to be involved, and also recommended getting a placer
onboard due to the boxing and different curves and falls.
So, we approached the New Zealand Concrete Contractors’
Association for expressions of interest and Brett Armitage
of Absolute Driveways said his company was willing to help.
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supervisor Steve Booth, was the collaboration between
the two different sector trades.

“From there they learnt how to measure the area of
the ground that was designated for the garden and
to develop scaled drawings of the area. This involved
working out ratios which they then used to build scaled
models of the plans using popsicle sticks.

“It was great to have everyone working on the same
team to help the kids with their project and at the same
time promote the product and industry.”

“The construction phase saw the students spend a lot
of time in the technology area learning how to pull apart
pallets and reconstruct them according to their scaled
models. Students learnt how to use drills and saws and
a wide range of other equipment which was a great
learning experience for them.
“3D printers were also used to make stencils to cast
shapes into the central concrete structure. These were
designs that represent the four whanau groups of the
college – Kōanga (spring), Ngahuru (autumn), Rāumati
(summer) and Hōtoke (winter).”
Additionally, Ms Hoy says students were invited to paint
small rocks which were embedded into one path to
signify the beginnings of the garden and their first year
at Rolleston College.
“Local Halswell Quarry rock was also set into one of the
concrete paths to form the shape of an eel to represent
the significance of Lake Ellesmere to our region and our
local Taumutu marae.”

Students enjoyed “getting their hands dirty.”

Student Abbey Henderson describes the project as an
“experience of a lifetime”.
“My friends and I had so much fun learning how
concrete is laid and how people use concrete in ways
that I didn’t think was possible,” says Ms Henderson.
“We had a great day out of class learning about
concrete laying and learning basic skills and techniques
that we can transfer into other aspects of our lives.”
Fellow student Liam Knowles adds: “It was really
awesome to work with Christchurch Ready Mix and
Absolute Driveways. I liked getting down on our hands
and knees to smooth the concrete out and getting our
hands dirty. It was fun to carry full loads of concrete to
pour the paths.”
Mr Sands says another positive of the project, which
featured prominent involvement from Christchurch
Ready Mix Concrete southern region operations

It was hard work, but enjoyable and rewarding.
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IMPAC’S CONCRETE AND CONFINED SPACES COURSE
When Kyle Earnshaw, Allied Concrete’s Health and Safety Advisor, contacted IMPAC about the Concrete and Confined
Spaces course he emphasised their unique set of requirements as a ready mixed concrete producer.
An IMPAC Health and Safety Specialist delivered the
course at selected Allied Concrete locations across the
country. The approach taken was to ‘train-the-trainers’;
which meant that the trainees didn’t just become familiar
with the course content, they learnt how to teach it.

“We knew that putting our staff through a standard
confined space entry course would not provide them
with the specific knowledge they need for their working
environment, so we were looking for something more
tailored to our circumstances.”
IMPAC embarked on a process of customising the course
to meet Allied Concrete’s needs, making it more relevant
and practical. A key part of the process was incorporating
Allied Concrete’s standard operating procedures so that
the course covered specific hazards and risks associated
with entering a concrete bowl and removing built-up
concrete.
For confined space entry every detail must be carefully
planned and managed to ensure the safety of all those
involved. The hazards common to confined spaces can
be difficult to detect without knowledge and specialist
equipment. With this in mind, IMPAC paid close attention
to the course content to ensure there would be no gaps in
trainees’ knowledge.
It didn’t take long for Allied Concrete to have a customised
course ready to go.
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Information packs were made available at all Allied
Concrete locations, enabling those delivering the course
to supplement key points with detailed material in a
convenient ‘take-away’ package.

and symptoms of this, and the available control measures.
Safe Work Practices including permit issuing, receiving
responsibilities and Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
requirements,” says Kyle.

In terms of the course structure, it opens with a discussion
around why training is needed for concrete bowl entry. It
was considered important to begin with this dialogue in
order for trainees to acknowledge the need for targeted
instruction from the outset.

Time is also allocated during the course to cover the
specific requirements of Allied Concrete’s standard
operating procedures. This occurs towards the end
of the session, by which stage trainees have a good
understanding of the hazards and risks at play, and in turn
an appreciation of why controls are required.

Kyle points out that the course deliberately emphasises
the risks faced by Allied Concrete staff when entering a
concrete truck bowl right from the session’s beginning.

“Learning to identify risks and understanding associated
controls have been the biggest benefit of delivering
a course specific to the task being undertaken,”
concludes Kyle.

“At the very start trainees are made aware of the reasons
why a concrete bowl is deemed a confined space,”
says Kyle. “This is done by highlighting that they are
exposed to numerous risks when entering the bowl. A
video presentation helps to convey this key message,
highlighting that risks must be appropriately controlled.”

IMPAC are offering the Concrete and Confined Spaces
course to all Concrete NZ Readymix Sector Group
members.

The course is broken down into four sections:

IMPAC prides itself on delivering relevant and
practical training. Their team are experienced
professionals, who have been there, done that, and
know what works best.

SECTION 1: Hazards and risks
SECTION 2: Teamwork, safe work practices, and PPE
SECTION 3: Emergency plans
SECTION 4: Completing the documentation

Visit www.impac.co.nz/concrete to book or call 0800
246 722 to talk to IMPAC about your training needs.

“The course covers all potential hazards that a worker will
face, and offers an opportunity to discuss the risk factors
that increase the likelihood of exposure or injury, the signs
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A NEW ASSOCIATION FOR ALL CONCRETE CONTRACTORS
In a period of almost unprecedented construction activity, the New Zealand Master Concrete Placers Association
(NZMCPA) is entering a new and exciting phase; rebranding and welcoming more concrete industry trades to
broaden and strengthen its membership.
CUSTOMER EXPECTATIONS

The Association’s core ethos will remain
however, providing its members –
companies who work with concrete –
with leadership, advocacy, professional
development and training.

To become a member of the Association
concrete contractors have to demonstrate
a high level of competency in concrete
work and are required to adhere to a
code of conduct.

NEW CHAPTER BEGINS
The 2017 Annual General Meeting
ushered in a new chapter, when members
voted to change the Association’s name
to the New Zealand Concrete Contractors
Association (NZCCA), and at the same time
expand its area of focus.

Members also place a premium on clear
communication. Customers can expect a
professional approach throughout any job,
from initial consultation through to project
completion.

“The Association does not offer any
guarantees on behalf of its members,” says
NZCCA President
The Association’s President Brad Robertson
Brad. “As a variable product, comprised of
says, “The new name better reflects the
naturally occurring materials, concrete has
scope of work that our current members carry out. Many
the potential to exhibit inconsistencies in terms of finish
are not only concrete placers but also offer pumping,
and colour.”
grinding, polishing, finishing, sawing and drilling services.”
“However, members are encouraged to discuss all possible
“Another benefit of this change is that the Association is
outcomes during the planning stage of a project, and are
now accessible to a wider group of tradespeople,” says
educated in good practice steps to reduce the likelihood
Brad. “This will enable all concrete contractors to access
of defects.”
support that will help them produce a high standard of
professional work.”
Brad Robertson

CURRENT WORK PROGRAMME

During 2018 the Association will look to introduce a new
brand across its suite of communications tools. Although
Brad is keen to point out that this will not distract from
executing a wide-ranging work programme.

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
Founding Association and current Board member
Martin Black, a 30-year veteran of the industry, says the
Association has played a hugely valuable role in providing
support to its members.

“The Association remains committed to providing value,”
says Brad. “Over the next twelve months we will look to
meet our objectives across strategically important areas.”

Formed in 1998 to raise concrete placing standards in
what was an industry of hundreds of small operators, the
Association has been tireless in advancing the interests of
its members.

“For instance, our relationship with the BCITO is strong,
with Association representatives sitting on their concrete
National Advisory Group.”

“In addition to the business and technical material on
offer, and the discounts with organisations such as Site
Safe, one of the biggest benefits for me has been the
networking opportunities,” says Martin. “You are able to
share concrete related ideas and solutions with your fellow
contractors to the benefit of you and your customers.”

Promoting technical capability is a key imperative for the
Association, with regular good practice material circulated
to members. “2017 saw the achievement of a major
milestone with the release of our Code of Practice (CoP)
for Concrete Placement of Domestic Driveways,” says Brad.
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MOVING FORWARD

“This publication will go a long way in helping minimise
residential concrete driveway defects. We also have plans
to draft a similar CoP for polishing and grinding concrete.”

The emergence of the New Zealand Concrete Contractors
Association into a thriving construction sector is an
exciting proposition.

2018 will mark the 20th anniversary of the Association,
which will be celebrated the annual conference held at the
Novotel Rotorua Lakeside 17-18 August. “Our conferences
always strike a nice balance between the practical and
social programmes”, says Brad. “Members gain benefit
from coming together to receive technical and business
focussed information, as well as network and socialise. We
are anticipating that this year’s event will be the best yet.”

With an emphasis on increasing membership the
Association will reach-out to all concrete industry trades,
offering co-ordinated support with the aim of enhancing
the profile and reputation of the trade.

Project Profile – B:HIVE at Smales Farm

TEAMWORK ACHIEVES
STUNNING FINISH
The B:HIVE (short for Business Hive), a building at
Smales Farm on Auckland’s North Shore covers
11,000m2 and provides a flexible and vibrant
working environment for small to medium
businesses.
The building provides flexible office space to
house businesses with one through to 250
employees and the ground floor contains state of
the art meeting, event and conference facilities.
The project team for the ground floor feature
floor was Allied Concrete, Conslab and MegaFloor
working closely with Leighs Construction, Jasmax/
BVN and Smales Farm Park to come up with a
high-end decorative concrete finish to suit the
interior design brief.
Allied Concrete along with MegaFloor provided
early samples for approval, with the client
selecting a MegaFloor “High Street” premium
finish. Conslab designed the placement
methodology and a curing technique to optimise
a ‘quality’ result. These steps were detailed in a
project specification / methodology.
Teamwork (between NZCCA members) was
essential to the successful outcome, as the
project involved a topping slab laid over
a structural slab; a technically challenging
undertaking that demanded high workmanship
and a collaborative approach.
Image: Mark Scowan Photography
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INTERNATIONAL STORY – USA

8 TIPS FOR DEALING WITH CONFLICT
SUE DYER
A project team was separated only by the locked doors to the two trailers that sat side-by-side on their wastewater
treatment project site. Every day for six months, the owner’s team and the contractor’s team filled their days writing
e-mails back and forth – they literally e-mailed over 1,200 letters. The purpose of each letter was clear: to prove the
other side was to blame.
Conflict is not only frustrating, demanding and unfulfilling
– it is downright expensive. A study done at Michigan State
University in 2012 found that the average job site conflict
took 161 hours (~20 days) to manage. The wages of the
workers involved cost an average of $10,948.00! This is
only for the labour costs due to the lost time and does
not include the impacts that the conflict had on the cost
of the project. This study was the first of its kind to assign
a monetary value to the conflicts that occurred on actual
jobsites. So what can you do to help deal effectively with
jobsite conflicts? Here are eight tips to help:

This type of scenario plays out far too often on
construction projects of all sizes and types. Even good
people with outstanding records can get “stuck” in conflict.
Imagine if you will, you’re at an awards ceremony and a
contractor was praising an owner’s project manager as the
best person he had ever worked with! The very next day
you get a call from a different contractor telling you about
an owner’s representative on his new project and how
he was the worst person he had ever worked with in his
career. Then, you find out it was the same person!

1

Don’t Become Engaged
You can help the resolution process by not becoming engaged in the battle. How?
Try to remain as if you were an interested onlooker. Don’t let your co-worker’s words or behaviour make
you favour one side over the other. Here’s why: when people are upset about something, they can
become engaged in the battle. At that point, they lose perspective. They stop trying to find a resolution
and begin to focus on finding a way to win. If you become engaged, you become part of the problem –
not part of the solution.

2

Set Ground Rules for Talking
You’ve probably seen people engaged in a conflict.
Everyone tends to talk at once. Each person is shooting verbal
arrows at the other and very little listening happens. So set
some ground rules for talking and listening. The best rule is
that one person talks at a time while the other person must
listen. Reassure everyone that they will have a turn to talk and
ask questions.

3

Remember, It’s Always Personal
People are seldom upset about what they say they are.
It’s usually all about hurt feelings or bruised egos. You can help
people resolve their conflict by recognizing this and getting
them to express their underlying feelings. A simple apology can
work wonders.

4

Agree on the Problem
It sounds simple, but it’s powerful to identify the actual problem that is causing the
friction.
During a dispute, people tend to talk at each other. They don’t really talk to understand. You will be
able to agree on the problem when you’ve really talked and listened to how each side views the issues.
When you can agree on the problem and write it down, it is very likely that you will also be able to find a
resolution.
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5

Break it into Bite-Sized Pieces
How do you eat an elephant? One bite at a time!
The same is true for conflicts. When you feel overwhelmed by the problem (or the emotion involved), try
breaking the problem into bite-sized pieces. It’s okay to start with the part of the conflict that is easiest to
resolve. Get that part resolved and you will have a history of being able to resolve conflicts together. Then
take the next bite…and so on.

6

Brainstorm Ideas for Resolution
It’s said that two heads are better than one.
This can really be the case when you work to find a way to resolve a conflict or dispute. Have everyone
brainstorm their best ideas for resolving the problem. Make sure everyone has given you at least a couple
of ideas.

7

Select the Best Solution
After brainstorming, you will begin to see patterns (Just look for the ideas that get
repeated).
Discuss these ideas and explore their feasibility. Maybe there is a way to execute one person’s idea and still
give the other side what it needs. The main thing is to stay focused on resolution, not winning.

8

Agree on a “Fair” Degree of Responsibility
“This is really gonna cost you…” or “I have really been damaged!”
Don’t begin your argument with costs or the threat of a penalty. Such statements usually exacerbate
the conflict and the dispute grows more heated. Wait to discuss money or penalties until way after you
have agreed on the problem, brainstormed potential solutions and can see that you are coming to an
agreement. Only then should you begin to discuss what would be a fair distribution of responsibility (who
will pay what and when).

Try to integrate these eight tips into your personal approach when managing on-site job disputes. With practice,
you will be considered a trusted leader with the wisdom to help others find the path to peace.
Sue Dyer, President of OrgMetrics LLC a professional partnering facilitation firm, has created a structured Collaborative Partnering™ model that is producing
extraordinary project results (10-30% cost savings). Sue just launched two new collaboration tools to assist project teams, Partnering FIT™ virtual training
program and the Construction Scorecard™ program that includes your Project Momentum Score™. These new tools allow you to develop an integrated
culture of collaboration on your projects. To learn more about Partnering FIT ™ or the Construction Scorecard™ inquire at info@orgmet.com.
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ENTRIES OPEN FOR 2018 CONCRETE INDUSTRY APPRENTICE OF
THE YEAR AWARD
CONCRETE APPRENTICES FROM AROUND NEW ZEALAND ARE ENCOURAGED TO DEMONSTRATE THEIR SKILLS AND
PASSION BY ENTERING THE 2018 CONCRETE INDUSTRY APPRENTICE OF THE YEAR AWARD.
Entries for the award are now open, and apprentices can
be in to win a share of around $10,000 in prizes, as well as
the coveted title of 2018 Concrete Industry Apprentice of
the Year.

The award is open to all those enrolled in, or who have
recently completed, one of the following Building and
Construction Industry Training Organisation (BCITO)
concrete based National Certificates:

Concrete New Zealand (NZ) Chief Executive Rob Gaimster
explains how the original reasons for launching the award
two years ago are still relevant; namely the huge demand
for skilled concrete workers, as well as the need to raise
the concrete industry’s relatively low profile amongst
young people seeking a career.

• Precast Concrete (Level 3)
• Concrete Production (Level 3)
• Product Manufacture: Pipe (Level 3)
• Product Manufacture: Masonry Product (Level 3)
• Construction: Sawing & Drilling (Level 3)

“The construction sector has for a number of years now
struggled to attract and retain qualified workers. This is
a situation accentuated by the fact that levels of activity
across residential, commercial and civil areas are tracking
around historic highs.”

• Construction: Placing & Finishing (Level 3)
• Concrete Construction (Level 4)
“The Concrete Industry Apprentice of the Year Award
supports the principle that hard work is virtuous,
reinforces the concept that apprentices are skilled
professionals in the making, and also boosts the concrete
industry’s standing,” concludes Rob.

“The Apprentice of the Year Award is a well-established
means of recognising young people in trade training, so it
has made perfect sense for us to leverage that profile by
having a concrete industry award to attract young people
into working with concrete,” says Rob.

Entry details can be found on the Concrete NZ website –
www.concretenz.org.nz

“The award is also a fantastic way to reward excellence and
kick-start an apprentice’s career – it’s a chance to establish
goals and demonstrate capability, as well as explore
networking opportunities with fellow concrete industry
professionals.” adds Rob.

Concrete apprentices, their employers and assessors must
all complete an entry form.
Entries close Friday 14 September 2018.

“Taking the time to submit an entry and compete with
your peers conveys a strong message of commitment and
dedication. Add to that the chance of taking home the top
honour and right to call yourself the 2018 Concrete Industry
Apprentice of the Year is a not-to-be-missed chance.”

The Concrete Industry Apprentice of the Year Award is
made possible thanks to principal sponsors, the BCITO
and Concrete NZ, and will be presented at the Concrete
NZ Conference formal dinner on 12 October 2018 at
Claudelands in Hamilton.

Entry details can be found on the Concrete NZ website – www.concretenz.org.nz

2016 winner Carl Hay of Eastern Bay
Concrete Ltd.

2017 winner Will Warta of Formstress Precast Ltd.
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KEY DATES
CONCRETE NZ READYMIX SECTOR GROUP COMMITTEE MEETINGS
MEETING

DATE

TIME

VENUE

Committee

Thursday, 08 August

9.30 am - 3.00 pm

Miramar Links Golf Club
Wellington

NZRMCA AGM

Thursday, 11 October

3.30 pm - 5.00 pm
Session 2A

Claudelands
Hamilton

CONCRETE NZ READYMIX SECTOR GROUP REGIONAL MEETINGS (CHECK LOCAL NOTICES FOR PRECISE TIMES)
MEETING

DATE

VENUE

Northland

Thursday, 14 June

Golden Bay Cement
Portland Manufacturing Plant

South Island

Tuesday, 24 July

Christchurch

FUN (CONCRETE) FACT
FIGHT FOR YOUR RIGHT TO…
SAVE BRUTALIST CONCRETE BUILDINGS
Next time you pop over the ditch to go to an aging rock star’s concert or watch the Warriors win the Grand Final,
don’t bother taking in the Opera House or the Harbour Bridge, seek out the Sirius building before it’s too late.
The Sirius building is an apartment complex in The Rocks district. Designed for the Housing Commission in 1978–1979 by
commission architect Tao Gofers, the building is a prominent example of Brutalist concrete architecture.
Notable for being the only high-rise development in The
Rocks, Sirius houses 79 apartments with one, two, three or
four bedrooms, generally with single storey apartments to
two and three storey walk ups.
The complex was built to rehouse public tenants who had
been displaced after a controversial redevelopment of the
historic Rocks suburb during the 1960s and 70s.
Since 2015, the Sirius Building has been at the centre of
controversy over plans to remove the residents, sell off the
building and possibly redevelop the site, with opponents
of the plans seeking to secure its protection as a heritage
building.
Following the NSW Government’s decision to refuse
heritage listing in 2017, against the advice of the Heritage
Council, the building was put up for sale. Its future remains
uncertain. The last remaining resident was Myra Demetriou,
a 90-year-old legally blind elderly lady, moved out on 1
February 2018.
Editor: “Interesting, but what about the Wellington College of
Education?”
Source: Sirius building. Wikipedia. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Sirius_building
Image: Clover Moore. https://www.clovermoore.com.au/
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EQUIPMENT & TRANSPORT LEASING

GET A GREAT DEAL ON A NEW
FYH350 CONCRETE TRUCK

SPECIFICATIONS & FEATURES
1 x 7m³ mixer unit
2 x controllers
2 x 1200mm long chutes
1 x 400mm long chute

575 Transmittal drive
Danfoss 90 series pump
Danfoss 90 series motor
Power chute

Main chute with liner
Top mounted water tank
k Bucket carrier
Jump strap

Steel rollers
LED lights
Work lights
Flashing lights

We offer nationwide a comprehensive range of late model, trusted heavy
equipment to industry from construction, roading, agriculture and more. Talk to our
friendly team at ETL, with over 40 years in the industry we can tailor the right sales,
hire or rental solution for you.
Latest range of Bottom Dumpers, Bulldozers, Dump Trucks, Excavators, Graders,
Loaders, Rollers, Tippers, Tractors, Trailers & More.
Phone: 027 566 3025
Email: Robbie@modtrans.co.nz

6624 Te Rapa Road, Hamilton

WWW.ETLHIRE.CO.NZ

